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CHARACTERIZATION OF/»-PREDICTORS

D. LANDERS AND L. ROGGE

Abstract. Let (ß, &, P) be a probability space and 1 <p < oo. It is shown

that each operator T: Lp(Q, &, P) -» Lp(Q, &, P) which is homogeneous,

constant preserving, positive, quasi-additive and fulfills Dykstra's condition

is an />-predictor with respect to a suitable o-field, i.e. a nearest point

projection onto a closed subspace Lp(Q, ®, P), where 9> c & is a a-field.

None of the conditions for T can be dispensed without compensation.

Let (ß, &, P) be a probability space and Lp(Sl, &, P) (for 1 <p < oo) be

the space of all P-equi valence classes of real-valued & -measurable functions

whose absolute pth powers are integrable. Let % be a sub-o-field of &, then

Lp(tl, %, P)-or Lp(% ) for short-is the system of all equivalence classes of

¿¿(fi, &, P), containing a % -measurable function. The operator Pp% which

assigns to each / E ¿¿(fi, &, P) the unique element in T^fi, %, P) with

minimum distance from / is called the /»-predictor given % (see Ando and

Amemiya [2]). Pp%f is the unique element of Lp(ty> ) with

\\f-r,%<\\f-g\\r
for all g E Lp(%).

The operator T = Pp%: Z,,(ñ, &, P) -» L^ü, &, P) has the following prop-

erties (see [2]):

(1) ris homogeneous, i.e., T(af) = aTf, for/ E 7^,(0, &, P) and a E R;

(2) Tis quasi-additive, i.e., T(f + Tg) = Tf + Tg, for fig E L^ifi, &, P);
(3) Tis constant-preserving, i.e., Tl = 1;

(4) Tis positive, i.e., Tf > 0, for 0 < / E Lp(fl, &, P);

(5) T fulfills Dykstra's condition, i.e. (see [5]), ||7 - T\\p < 1, where ||7 -

T\\p is defined by

\\I-T\\p = inf(c:\[f-Tf\\p<c\\f\\p}.

In the special case/; = 2, P2f is the usual conditional expectation of/given

® with respect to P. The operators Pf have been characterized by many

authors, for instance Bahadur [3], Douglas [4], Moy [7] and Pfanzagl [9]. But

as far as we know there does not exist a characterization for Pf if/» =7= 2. This

may be due to the fact that Pp% is in general not a linear operator (for a

characterization of linearity of Pp% see [6]). Now we prove that every operator

T: LpÇL, &, P) -* LpÇl, &, P) which fulfills (l)-(5) is a /»-predictor Pf for
some suitable sub-o--field <© c 6B.
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Theorem. Let (ß, 6E, P) be a probability space and 1 <p < oo. Let T:

¿¿(ß, éE, P) -» .Lp(ß, &, P) be a homogeneous, quasi-additive, constant preserv-

ing, positive operator juljilling Dykstra's condition. Then there exists a sub-a-

jield ty> C ÉE such that T = P®, i.e., Tj is the nearest point projection oj j onto

the subspace Lp(Sl, &, P).

Proof. Let F = {/ G /^(ß, &, P): Tj = /}. Since T is homogeneous and

quasi-additive, F is a linear space. The same properties imply that T is

idempotent and hence F = [TJ: j G Lp(&)}. Now we show that T is a

projection onto F, i.e. we show

\\f-Tfl <\\f-Tg\\p   fox f,g ELp(&).

Using that T is homogeneous, quasi-additive and that ||/ — T\\p < 1 we

obtain

11/- Tf]\p=\\(f- Tg) - (Tf- Tg)\\p -||(/- Tg) - (Tf+ T(-g))l

= \\(J- Tg) - T(J+ n-gVl -||(/- Tg) - 7Y/- Tfr)!!,

<\\f-Tg\\p-
Now it remains to show that F = Lp(ty> ) for some a-field ty> c &. Accord-

ing to Proposition 1-1-1 [8, p.2], this amounts to verifying that:

(i) 1 G F,
(ii) F is closed,

(iii)/G F implies/"*" G F.

Since T is constant-preserving, (i) holds. To prove (ii), let /„ G F, n G N,

and ||/„ - J\\p  -^ 0. Then Tjn = j„ and the properties of T imply

11/-^ =|l/- Tf„ - T(f- Tfn)\\p<\\f-H^O

and hence Tf = /, i.e.,/ G F.

To see (iii), let/ G F, i.e./ = Tf. We have to prove: 7/+ = /+. We show

at first that Tf+ >/"*". Since T is positive it suffices to show Tf+ >/. As

f+ - f > 0, Tf = f, and T is positive, homogeneous and quasi-additive we

obtain

0 < T(f+ -/) = T(r - Tf) = Tf+ -Tf= Tf+ -f,
i.e., Tf+ >f. Let g = Tf+ - f+. Then g > 0 and Tg = 0. If g > 0 on a set

of positive F-measure, then A = P¿0'a^g > 0. Since the p-projection on

Lp({0, ß}) is unique we obtain ||g - h\\p < \\g\\p. Since A G F this con-

tradicts Tg = 0. Consequently g = 0. Hence Tf+ = /+, i.e.,/+ G F.

Since Bahadur's conditions directly imply our conditions, our result con-

tains the result of Bahadur [3], who proved that a linear idempotent,

selfadjoint, positive and constant preserving operator T: L2(&) -» L^ßi) is a

usual conditional expectation operator. It is easy to see that none of the five

properties of T can be dispensed without compensation.

The following example shows, that it is not possible to weaken quasi-addi-

tivity to quasi-quasi-additivity (i.e., T(Tf + Tg) = Tf + Tg), even if we add
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three other conditions which were often used by other authors, namely

monotony, norm-continuity and Sidák's conditions, i.e.,

T(Tf\/Tg)= TfyTg

(see [10, p. 271, Theorem 6]).

Example. Let ß = {1, 2}, (£ be the power set of fl and P\& be the

probability measure defined by P({1}) = P({2}) =\. We consider the case

p = 2. We have

L2(fi, &, P) = {al{1) 4- 01,,,: a,ß E R}.

For each a,ß E R let

c(a,ß) = sign(a + ß)-L^i^tlL,
2V2   yfrTTß2

Now define T: L2(Q, &,P)^>L2(Q, â,P) by T(al(X] + ßl[2)) =c(a, ß).

Since c(a, a) = a, F = {/: Tf = /} is the set of all constant functions, i.e.,

F = L2({0, Q}). It is easy to see that T is a homogeneous, constant preserv-

ing, positive operator fulfilling Dykstra's condition. The last property im-

mediately follows from c(a, ß) < a + ß which is equivalent to P((f — Tf)2)

< P(f2) for/ = al{1} + ß 1{2) with (a + 0) > 0.

Moreover, T is idempotent, monotone, quasi-quasi-additive, fulfills Sidák's

condition and is continuous. But all these properties cannot replace quasi-

additivity in the preceding theorem, since T is not the projection onto F. The

projection onto F is the usual conditional expectation given % = {0, ß}, i.e.,

P2Vl{1) + /31{2))=Ka + /3).
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